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This invention, as indicated, relates to a shield 
ing device. More particularly it comprises struc 
tures having exceptiona1 capacity to resist im 
pact and strains, including those due to concus 
sion and explosive effects. It includes fabric 
structures, particularly those made of special 
knitted Wire and the like, adapted to be fashioned 
and formed into a wide variety of unts, having 
openings or marginal contours as required, to be 
used alone or as parts of larger structures and 
highly resistant to destruction under heavy duty 
conditions, especially in military and naval serv 
ice. It includes fabric used alone, or associated 
with, or embedded in other material, for minimiz 
ing the destructive effects of bombs, torpedoes 
and similar elements of warfare. At the present 
time the principal means for protection against 
bombs, high explosive shells and the like has been 
sand bags reinforced at times with metallic shield 
ing material. In all such instances no efforts 
have been made to modify or completely reduce 
the effects of the explosion itself by conñning 
such explosive effects in an enclosure equipped to 
withstand complete destruction and having means 
for absorbing most of the energy produced 
through such explosion. The present invention 
includes combining the protective devices first 
referred to with means for reducing the destruc 
tive effects of explosive devices and insuring the 
security of certain areas from aerial bomb, shell, 
or torpedo attack. By reducing the destructive 
effects of such explosive elements to very limited 
localized areas the actual losses occasioned there 
by will be relatively unimportant. 
The principal object of the present; invention is 

to provide a fabric structure adapted to be fash 
ioned into parts, or units, which may have open 
ings or marginal contours, as required, to be used 
alone or as parts of larger structures, flexible or 
non-flexible in character, and highly resistant to 
destruction under heavy duty conditions, es 
pecially in military and naval services. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

means of a flexible character and particularly 
adapted to resist heavy impact and strains, in 
cluding those due to concussion and explosive ef 
fects, and penetration of missiles of various types. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

means of a relatively light flexible character 
adapted to be positioned in the path of enemy 
projectiles, and serve to prevent or reduce the 
attendant damage ordinarily occasioned thereby. 
Another object of the invention is to provide an 

enclosure to entrap explosive devices and reduce 
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the destructive effects thereof, and also to pro- 55 

tect explosives in storage and transit against 
enemy attack, and to restrict the damage in the 
event of accidental discharge of explosives in time 
of peace or war. l 

Another object of the invention is to provide 
a fabric sheet having substantially smooth sur 
faces on each of its sides, such fabric sheet being 
preferably constructed of strong material, such 
as Wire, and more especially of knitted wire, or 
other suitable material, which in turn may have 
each of the strands forming the secondary knitted 
fabric in the form of tubular knitted construction, 
which alsomay be wire or the like. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

flexible units of wire fabric suitably combined 
with other metallic or non-metallic elements of 
a character resistant to impact and explosion 
effects, and which may be used for shielding hu 
man beings when used as a personal protection, or 
shielding any of the equipment and stations re 
quiring protection during warfare, or at other 
times. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

light flexible wire sheets adapted for individual 
soldiers to carry and which may be united with 
other units of the same character to form protec 
tive shields against Various types of enemy at 
tack. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a 

knitted wire fabric which may be made of narrow 
mesh and used as a fence or Wall to vintercept 
flying fragments, or which may be laid flat With » 
or Without the addition of other material and used 
as a indestructible roadway for transporting 
heavy equipment, and thereafter raised to pro 
tective position, if desired. 
Another object of the invention is 4to provide 

cheap flexible material of wire or the like which 
may be used as original equipment or replace 
ment belts or trackways for tanks and like struc 
tures, and which at the same time may be adapted 
for use as shields whenv carried as spare parts. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

a structural material for walls, roofs and ñoors 
of buildings and the like which may withstand 
concussive effects without destruction, and also 
resist incendiary attack. 
Other and further objects of the invention will 

appear in the course of the following descrip 
tion. 
To the accomplishment of the foregoing and 

related ends, said invention, then, consists of the 
means hereinafter fully described and particu 
larly pointed out in the claims, the annexed draw 
ings and the following description setting forth 
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in detail certain structures embodying the inven 
tion, such disclosed means constituting, however, 
but several of various forms in which the prin 
ciple of the invention may be used. 
In said annexed drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic plan view of a fabric 

embodying the principles of the invention with the 
loops in compressed form; 
Fig. 2 is a fragmentary perspective view of a 

tubular knitted structure embodying the prin 
ciples of the invention; 

Fig. 3 is a greatly enlarged perspective view 
partly in section showing the relation of the 
strands in closely knitted fabric of the type shown 
in Figs. 1 and 2; 
~Fig. 4 is a diagrammatic plan view of a sel 

vaged fabric having slits and marginal separa 
tions embodying the principles of the invention; 

Fig. 5 is an enlarged diagrammatic view show 
ing auxiliary material knitted into the fabric, and 
embedded around said fabric; 

Fig. 6 is a diagrammatic plan view showing ñller 
material engaged within the loop structure; 

Fig. 7 is a diagrammatic plan view showing a 
fashioned protective cover of knitted wire ma~ 
terial; , 

Fig. 8 is a side elevation in outline showing a 
cover of the type illustrated in Fig. 7 as applied 
to an automobile; 

Fig. 9 is a fragmentary perspective view show 
ing a cover of the type illustrated in Fig. 7 as 
applied to a trench; 

Fig. 10 is a fragmentary perspective View show 
ing a small size protective cover of the general 
type illustrated in Fig. 7, as set up on the inside 
of a closed vehicle, and also showing resistant 
fabric in the body of the vehicle; 

Fig. 11 is a front view in outline showing the 
cover illustrated in Fig. 7 in use as an inclined 
protective screen; 

Fig. 12 is a diagrammatic plan view showing a 
protective garment shield for an individual, em 
bodying the principles of the invention; 

Fig. 13 is a side ,elevation in outline showing the 
structure illustrated in Fig. 12 as applied to an 
individual; 

Fig. 14 is a fragmentary perspective View show 
ing tubular enclosures set up in extended form 
and staggered relation to intercept explosive pro 
jectiles, hand grenades and the like; 

Fig. 15 is a plan view of a protective cover with 
associated explosive resistant chambers, as ap 
plied to a ñeld ammunition dump; 

Fig. 16 is a transverse View, partly in section, of 
the structure, shown in Fig. 15; 

Fig. 17 is a perspective view in outline showing 
shock-proof buildings and streets, and net and 
bag defense against aerial bombs, inflammable 
projectiles and the like; 

Fig.18 is a fragmentary View in sectional out 
line showing units embodying the principles of 
the invention, as applied to a ship; 

Fig. 19 is a view similar to Fig. 17 showing the 
protective structure applied to a bridge; and 

Fig. 20 is a view similar -to Figs. 17 and 19 
showing the protective structure applied to a 
canal, docks, locks and the like. 
As is shown more particularly in Figs. 1 and 2 

of the drawings, the preferred type of fabric em 
ployed in the shielding device is a knitted fabric 
of the general type disclosed in my previously 
issued patent Number 1,968,061, showing a tubu 
lar structure, such as an individual strand in Fig. 
1 and the tubular cylinder, or bag, shown in Fig. 
2, and the iiat type of fabric disclosed in my 
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Patent Number 2,148,517, showing the ñat knitted 
body illustrated in Fig. 1. 'I'he strands Ál are 
preferably knitted wire of small diameter. but 
of high tensile strength consistent with suflicient 
flexibility to _permit the knitting operation to be ' 
carried out without undue difllculty. The fabric 
may be manufactured at relatively high speed on 
apparatus embodying the principles set forth in 
my patents above referred to. For very large 
units the strands may be preformed in suitable 
lengths by heavy hydraulic presses or the like. 
and then interengaged by other presses to form 
the type of fabric with smooth surfaces disclosed 
in said patents. Hydraulic or heavy duty appa 
ratus may be used to'operate machines of the 
type shown in -my patents, both to draw the loops 
and to retract them to the final size desired. 
After the strands are interengaged and the fabric 
2 is completed, as shown in Fig. 1, various plating 
or hardening processes may be applied to one or 
both surfaces to chrome harden or case harden, 
hot metal spray, or otherwise coat or condition 
the finished fabric to be impact and explosion 
resistant. 
The tubular strand l is similar in structure 

to the narrow part of the member 3 shown in Fig. 
2 wherein one series of wires' 4 are alternately 
drawn through previously formed loops on an 
other series of Wires 5 in succession and in turn 
cast off and drawn to any desired loop size, as ex 
plained in my said patent, Number 1,968,061. 
The tubular structure, as stated, may be pro 
gressively narrowed as shown centrally in Fig. 2, 
and by severing the narrow area 6 two knitted 
bags or enclosures 1 will be provided. These bags, 
or chambers, may be made in various shapes and 
sizes and may be adapted to nest one within the 
other, as will be presently explained. The loops 
may be drawn to leave very narrow openings in 
the Wall of the enclosure, and the size of such 
openings, which may be free or wholly or par 
tially filled with suitable material has a bearing 
on the effectiveness'of such bags as explosion 
chambers to entrap bombs and the like and re 

The ñller material 
used may be of an extremely wide selection, such 
as paper, treated cotton, or other fibrous mate 
rial, asbestos, glass fibre, rayon, rubber, sand or 
clay in bags, soft metal, such as copper, alumi 
num, lead and other materials’ too numerous to 
mention. 
As stated, a number of bags may be in nested 

or telescoped relation, with a common opening, 
and may have a loose flap inwardly moving clo 
sure over the open end which may be of similar 
wire knitted fabric. 'I'he openings, or interstices, 
between the loops in the respective nested bags 
may be progressively varied to obtain greater en 
ergy absorbing power, the reaction taking place 
somewhat in the manner of the bailling of the ex 
haust rgases in a muiiler on a gas engine. Where 
the opening of the bag is left wholly or partially 
open, some of the force of the discharge will be 
spent in an upward direction and will be less de 
structive to adjacent objects that Where such 
discharge is Wholly unconfined. The bags should 
preferably be long enough to have their lower 
portions collapsed and flexible so as to yield after 
the manner >of a curtain before the full force of 
the explosive action is applied to the fabric. 
The fabric shown in Fig. 1, as stated, is pref 

erably formed of knitted strands, as any vstrains 
imposed thereon will result in the stretching 
rather than in the breaking of any individual 
strand. When made in accordance with my pat 
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ent above referred to the outer surfaces will be 
free of cross-strands, such crossing being inter 
nally, and not externally, of the fabric. This is 
a matter of great importance since free sliding 
of the strands is necessary to prevent rupture 
when subjectedl to the tremendous impacts 
caused by high explosive discharges. Such knit 
ted strands need not be used in every instance, 
however, as many of the protective covers herein--I 
after described will act very eñlciently,'lf made 10 
of conventional wire strands, since many such  
structures are supported to swing freely from a 
line in the manner of a drape or curtain, and 
the movement of the whole structure, as wel1 as 
the localized resistance to rupture, has a most 
effective projectile stopping and deflecting action. 
The fabric may be produced very rapidly in the 
form of continuous plain strips with selvaged 
edges, and such strips can be used in an emerg 
ency for belts for caterpillar tractors as well as in 
larger widths laid down as roadways. bridge 
trañic surfaces and for many other uses too nu 
merous to mention. Besides using Wire for the 
knitting it is possible to lcombine fibres with wire, 
or to use all fibres, or any other types of strands 
as the material for the knitted body with paper. 
asbestos, wire, steel rods, steel wool, or other suit 
able material, engaged within the knitted str'uce 
ture, as will be presently explained. The strands 
may be solid or built up material of one or more 
kinds, and may be braided or Woven as well as 
knitted where adequate strength may be obtained 
at less cost of manufacture. However, the maxi 
mum of performance should be obtained from 
knitted strands as well as a knitted body. 
The advantages already pointed out in con 

nection with the structure of the tubular knitted 
strands is also present in fiat knitted fabric 
shown in Fig. 1, the opposite surfaces of the fiat 
fabric being in. effect formed of what may be 
termed "knuckle-jointed” loops as shown in out 
line in Fig. 3, such surfaces being identical and 
free of cross loops on the exterior of the fabric. 
'I'he direction of the strands through the fabric 
may be varied by “shogging” to any desired ex- ' 
tent in either direction during fabrication, par 
ticularly in cylindrical machines. There is no 
obstruction to free sliding of missiles and pro 
jectiles off such surfaces, but at the same time 
there is a resistance to penetration of -such sur 
face and a retardlng or braking action progres 
sively carried on by a tightening of loops else 
where in the fabric along the line'of the strand 
or strands being subjected to the most severe 
tensile strains. Thus the energy-of the missile 
is absorbed and deformation rather than rupture 
of the strands takes place. Since the fabric may 
be produced at relatively high speed and low 
cost along the lines set forth in my patents re 
ferred to above, the matter of replacement of 
locally injured portions of any extended structure 
is a simple matter as the flexible fabric may be 
readily transported in rolled form and applied 
without delay, and is fully as effective for many 
uses as solid metal plates which are transported 
and applied with the greatesi-l difficulty, and 
which involve expenditure of much time for in 
stallation. ' . 

It will be noted that this fabric, Whether made 
of knitted strands of wire or the like as shown 
in Fig. 1, or of solid wire strands 8 as shown 
in Fig. 4, provides a selvage at each lateral mar 
gin 9, I0, and has a knotted top and bottom 
edge which may be provided with integral braided 
or twisted anchoring terminals II, I2. In ad 
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' wire strand I1 is interlooped with the steel wire " 

and the like. 

dition to the advantageous smooth finish of the 
lateral margins of the structure which permits 
handling without danger of painful scratchesl 
the method of fabrication permits the provision 
of narrow slits I3 or openings I4, of extended 
width, in“ any shape and in any desired locations 
in the fabric sheet, and each vof such slits is 
formed on its lateral edges with anintegral sel 
vage likewise permitting safe handling and use. 
For military and naval purposes this fabric pre 
sents exceptional advantages having ready porta 
bility in sectional units which may be easily in-v 
terlocked to form larger structures and at all 
times ready'for heavy duty performance. It is 
a double thickness non-run interlocking loop fab 
ric, presenting a ñat, obstruction-free surface on 
each side, over which missiles may freely slide. 
It can also be fashioned _in three dimensions by 
adding or dropping loops, as in shaping the hood 
for the individual protective garment, as shown' 
in Fig. 13,v presently to be described. Through 
the omission of continuity at selected strand feeds 
across the fabric Width, slots I5 or marginal 
separations I6 may be provided, thus fashioning 
the fabric to the desired structure without any 
cutting and weaving or Welding operations in ' 
the body of the" fabric which often leave dan 
gerous loose ends to cause injury and weaken 
the body structure. As stated, the fabric de 
forms with a controllable degree of resistance, 
but does not rupture under stresses far beyond 
the capacity of plates of like weight. 
The loops of the fabric may be of double 

strands on-one or both sides, and certain strands ' 
may be “floated” or twisted alone, or with other . 
strands. and fibrous material or other metallic 
or non-metallic strands maybe incorporated. 
Thus, as shown in one row in Fig. 5,~a copper 

strand I8 to servex as a heat dissipating means 
by reason of its _high conductivity. As shown in 
the lower part of Fig. 5, asbestos strands I9'are 
incorporated with the steel. wire strands I8 to 
provide protection against inflammable bombs 

Metal 2l, such as aluminum or 
its alloys, or any other suitable metal, or non 
metallic substances 22, may be used `to encase 
the loops. Small metal plates _of such material 
may be ‘use_d in garments or sheets for individual 
protection. 

, Since the preferred type of fabric is made of ~ 
two series of strands 23,. 24, resistant material,v 
such- as metal bars 25 and steel wool 26, may be 
positioned intermediate the loops to provide a. 
cushioning base against whichl energy will be 
absorbed as the steel wool compresses and the 
bars~ are dis-placed and the loops enlarge at the 

' point of impact. ‘ 
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For many uses the fiatfabric should be fash 
ioned to serve some special purpose t0» better 
advantage.4 Thus as shown in Fig. 7, a sheet of 
knitted wire 3| of the type above described isA 
provided with narrowed ends 32, 33, and mar 
ginal separations 34 at spaced points at the sides 
with front and rear slits 35, 36, lateral slits 31 
and a central anti-aircraft flap 38. The slits 
permit some spreading by wedging action of the 
fabric, the degree of openingv depending on the 
length of the slit. Upon the removal of the 
wedge the fabric is substantially self-closing ex 
cept for a very narrow space for vision. Where 
a flap 38 is provided a series of clips vor Wires 
39 must be applied. When the protective cover 
3| is applied to an automobile, as shown in_Fig. 
8, only a minimum amount of ‘fastening is re 
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quired, the end wires 40 being drawn tight after 
attachment to the front and rear bumpers. The l 
driver has an adequate degree of vision through 
.the front and rear Windows, and the spaced slits 
31 at the sides permit vision` in each direction 
in an emergency. The marginal separations 34 
allow limited door movement, and wire fastenings 
to the car fenders running board and body may 
be provided under certain conditions of high 
speed travel. Another protective cover 4I may 
be used within the compartment of the vehicle, 
as shown in Fig. 10, which also shows fabric 
used as part of the cabin structure and sup 
ported by suitable fastenings. There may be 
cast plate fabric 42 used as part of the vehicle 
structure, and if desired two plate layers may 
be used between which rubber-like, resilient, or 
self-sealing material 43 may be engaged, as 
shown, to prevent total destruction of the vehicle 
when subjected to gun ñre. Such elastic sup 
port for the outer layer of the wall structure 
will increase the resistance to penetration through 
a. slight yielding at the time of impact. 
The fabric may be usedfinternally as well as 

externally of the structure to which it is applied, 
and is especially valuable for emergency police 
use in handling mobs,»or in places Where sniping 
is expected. It can also be applied to cockpits 
of airplanes, and to trucks, ambulances, trains, 
boats, and other vehicles. 
The covers shown in Figs. 7 and 10 may also 

be used for trench protection against “strañng” 
by low flying aircraft. Simple pole supports 44 
may be adequate -to allow the fabric to hang free 
thereby having enhanced missile deñecting ca 
pacity. The cover may be set up as an inclined 
shield supported by suitable props 4-5 as shown 
in Fig. l1. Annular wire shields 46 or sectional 
wire shields 41 may be secured to the wheels 
over the tires. /' _ 

'I‘he wire fabric used in some instances may 
be of very small gauge, but of high tensile 
strength, and in place of using one garment,two 
garments, or Ya> single garment constructedl of 
double layers of ,such fabric may be used, the 
outer garment th'en having a sliding action on 
the under garment at 'the moment of impact 
of any missiles. For protection of an individual 
a ñat flexible knitted wire fabric garment pref 
erably made of close formation may be provided 
as shown in Fig. 12. The structure embodies a 
somewhat rectangular lower section 5| which 
may be of ankle length for general use, in which 
case a central leg length separation 52 is pro 
vided'permitting the body and legs 'to be en 
closed and held protected by suitable fasten 
ings. A central extension 53 with lateral wings 
54 covers the upper and outer shoulder areas 
and a‘further central extension 55 is provided, 
fashioned to helmet form‘56 to engage the head 
of the individual, and having several slits 51 
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case the arms, hands and feet may also be en 
cased in the garment structure with all open 
ings carefully fastened. 
The bag structure shown in Fig. 2 may be 

produced in quantities at low cost. For certain 
areas, as shown in Fig. 14, subject to repeated 
bombardment such bags or chambers 6I of suit 
able size and strength may be placed toV entrap 
the projectile and absorb a large amount of the 
energy which might be directed toward a vul 
nerable point of defense. The anchoring of the 
bags need be only temporary and may incor 
porate shear- pins or springs, as the projectile 
would carry it along after engagement there- ‘ 
with. Such bags might also be supported on 
booms adjacent the boilers and magazines of 
ships to prevent penetration and to reduce the 
effects of concussion from torpedo attack. 
In view of the increasing use of bombing air 

craft it is desirable to minimize the damage 
caused to buildings. bridges and streets and 
public works. Where the installation is justified 
by the value of the structure or area to be pro 
tected, a combined net and explosion chamber 
may be provided. As shown in Figs. 15 and 16 
a central support 10 for a closely woven smooth 
surfaced wirevnet 'Il is provided and along the 
lower margins thereof multiple walled wire 
knitted bags 'I2 are provided. Props ̀'I3 hold the 
bag members open in alinement with the in~ 
clined net surface. Depending ñaps 'I4 may 
loosely close the bag openings until blown to 
closed position by the explosion with frictional' 
retardation on the outward swing against the 
adjacent inner inclined bag surface. The 
meshes in the bag walls and closure will serve 
to absorb much of the energy of discharge. In 
like manner the buildings and streets of a city 
may be protected in a degree from more disas 
trous consequences. The frame of the building 
'I5 may be covered with shock proof wire fabric 
on one or both sides of the walls '16, roof l1 
and the floors 18. The roadways of the cities may 

v likewise be formed permanently of shock proof 
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for vision, and a depending chest protection ~ 
area 5B. This structure may be made of light 
hardened wire fabric, freely flexible and easily 
put on in an emergency. Felt pads or suitable 
buffer material can be ñrst applied to the head 
and shoulders. The draped support of the fabric 
permits >it to yield to a sufiicient degree to de 
fleet bullets, and the wire is fine mesh and would 
prevent knife or dagger thrusts. The garment 
reduced to the body section is adapted for police 
officers as a bullet proof vest. When asbestos 
is knitted into the loops of the garment, in the 
manner shown in Fig, 5, it will serve as a shield 
for firemen, and gas and oil workers. In such 
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. wire mesh 19 of the type described. 'The nets 
8l areindependently‘supported in inclined re 
lation to the buildings> and feed into multiple 
walled upwardly opening bags82. The bags 
may be anchored byfchimney nets 83 and cables 
80, and supported by props 84 and guy wires 
85. Bombs and incendiary devices entrapped 
within the bag would be controlled as to direction 
and violence of reaction outwardly of such bag 
enclosures through the muilling andbaiiling ef 
fect of the interstices of the bag structure. 
The construction shown in Fig. .18 provides 

for emergency armament of various ships, and 
for protection of anti-air craft gunners and 
for the ships themselves from aerial, missiles. 
Deck pads 9| of the double layer knitted wire 
fabric are provided, and plates with metal fabric 
92 are placed on the sides to the water line. 
Other pads are formed as multiple walled bags 
93, and thus serve as side 'protection for the 
ship as well as explosion controlling elements. 
Torpedo catching bags 94 are supported on booms 
at vulnerable points. Nets 95 of knitted smooth 
surfaced wire are suspended flexibly from the 
masts to divert bombs >into the multiple walled, 
bags which may have inwardly opening ilaps 96 
to further minimize the destructive effects of 
the explosion. 
As has been indicated, the fabric, even when ' 

fashioned for special uses may be converted to 
emergency use for roads, bridges, belt track 
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ways for caterpillar tanks, machine gun nests, 
emergency towing platforms and the like. The 
structure of the closely knitted fabric makes it 
practically indestructible and exceptionally easy 
to handle in transportation and use. 
The protection of bridges from direct hits may 

be carried out as shown in Fig. 19 wherein in 
clined wire nets |0| are supported on props 
|02 or suspended on the superstructure or towers, 
if any, are present. Booms hold explosion 
chambers |03 in spaced relation to the sides ren 
dering such explosions less damaging. As stated, 
shear bolts and springs may be provided to re 
lease the explosion chambers when the residual 
energy not absorbed rises above a predetermined 
level. 
As shown in Fig. 20 especial protection must 

be provided for docks, canals, locks, warcraft 
harbors, and the like against which concentrated 
attack is often directed. In such cases explosion 
chambers may have to be of heavier gauge and 
with increased layers in the wall areas. They 
may be placed at the base of natural slopes with 
associated missile directing nets |04 above such 
chambers |05. Towers |06 and cables |01 may 
also be provided for supporting inclined nets |08 
over the structures to be protected, such nets 
preferably being positioned at an elevation suf 
iicient to carry the explosive devices to a good 
distance for entrapment in the explosion cham 
bers |09. 'I'he chambers themselves, while mul 
tiwalled, should also be voluminous enough to 
swing or enlarge with the explosion to a degree 
before the stress reaches the loop formation and 
the individual strands. Since a maximum cush 
ioning effect is provided for the shock at an 
expense which is negligible as compared with 
the vital necessity for the preservation of key 
positions or facilities, the continued protection 
of such points is merely a question of replace 
ment and repair of damaged nets and explosion 
chambers. By reason of these elements being 
made of wire or the like in sectional portable 
units, the removal or salvaging of injured sec 
tions is a matter involving little loss of time and 
practically no interference with other activities. 
Other modes of applying the principle of my 

invention may be employed instead of those ex 
plained, change being made as regards the struc 
ture herein disclosed, provided the means stated 
by any of the following claims or the equivalent 
of such stated means be employed. 

I therefore particularly point out and distinctly 
claim as my invention: 

1. A protective device resistant to destruction 
through shock of impact or explosion, compris 
ing a fabric formed of a plurality of series of 
strands of resistant wire-like material knitted 
with loops drawn tight to present relatively 
smooth surfaces formed by interknitted series of 
longitudinally extending substantially parallel 
strands of similarly looped structure on each side. 

2. A protective device resistant to destruction 
through shock of impact or explosion, comprising 
a wire fabric formed of a plurality of series of 
strands tightly knitted with relatively smooth 
surfaces of similarly looped structure on each 
side. 

3. A protective device resistant to destruction 
through shock of impact or explosion, comprising 
a wire fabric formed of a plurality of series of 
strands tightly knitted with relatively smooth 
surfaces of similarly looped structure on each 
side, and inserted material engaged between suc 
cessive rows of loops of such fabric. 
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4. A protective device resistant to destruction 

through shock of impact or explosion, comprising 
a wire fabric formed of a plurality of series of 
strands tightly knitted with relatively smooth 
surfaces of similarly looped structure on each 
side, inserted material engaged between succes 
sive rows of loops of such fabric, and integrally 
formed selvages provided at each lateral margin 
of the fabric. 

5. A fiat knitted fabric adapted to provide a 
shield against vibration and impact formed of a 
plurality of series of strands of tightly drawn 
loops of wire with relatively smooth surfaces of 
similarly looped structure on each side, with slits 
and openings incorporated in the body of the 
fabric at predetermined points, and with the mar 
gins of all longitudinal edges salvaged in the 
course of production and running longitudinally 
of the fabric strip as knitted. 

6, A'ilat knitted fabric adapted to provide a 
shield against vibration and impact formed of a 
plurality of series of strands of wire with rela 
tively smooth surfaces of tightly drawn similarly 
looped structure on each side, and having mar 
ginal contours of any desired conformation, with 
slits and openings of any desired contour in 
corporated in the body of the fabric at predeter 
mined points, and with margins of all longitudi 
nal edges selvaged in the course of production 
and running longitudinally of the fabric strip as 
knitted. ‘ 

7. A ñat knittedA fabric adapted to provide a 
shield against vibration and impact formed of a 
plurality of series of strands of wire with relative 
ly smooth surfaces of tightly drawn similarlyÍ 
looped structure on each side, with added and 
subtracted loops to conform the structure to vari 
ous objects, and with margins oi' all longitudinal 
edges selvaged in the course of production and 
running longitudinally of the fabric strip as 
knitted. 

8. A flexible fabric of knitted material highly 
resistant to impact and penetration having two 
series of longitudinal substantially parallel 
strands interknitted and formed as a unit and 
provided with originally knitted-in side selvages 
and non-ravelling knotted end margins at right 
angles thereto. 

9. A ñexible fabric of knitted material high 
ly resistant to impact and penetration formed as 
a unit of two series of interknitted substantially 
parallel longitudinal strands and originally 
knitted-in side selvages and non-ravelling trans 
verse margins respectively at the edges thereof 
and around all openings therethrough. 

10. A fiat knitted structure formed of at least 
two series of strands of wire with the loops there- ̀ 
of closely drawn and fashioned to conform to the 
shape of an object to be protected against shock, 
impact, and penetration, and originally knitted 
in side selvages and non-ravelling knotted end 
margins throughout said structure. 

11. A fiat knitted structure formed of at least 
two series of strands of wire with the loops there 
of closely drawn and fashioned to conform to the 
shape of an object to be protected against shock, 
impact, and penetration, and having openings 
therethrough at predetermined points, with sel 
vages and non-ravelling margins throughout, and 
on each of its opposite sides ñat and aligned loop 
strand portions on the surface extending in a 
generally longitudinal direction as produced in 
the fabric strip as originally knitted. 

12. A ñexible device of knitted wire fabric pro 
viding a body with flat sides resistant to impact 
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and penetration formed as a. unit, and with at 
least one surface oi' its sides hardened to a great 
er degree than the remainder of the 'body of such 
structure. 

13. A fiat knitted wire structure for the pro 
tection of an individual which is formed through 
out of fabric with tightly drawn loops from two 
series of strands and comprises a body member 
of substantially rectangular outline having cen 
trally of the upper edge at least three projecting 
areas adapted to form the head and shoulder 
protection for the individual when folded down 
wardly. the lateral areas of said body portion 
being adapted to fold inwardly beneath the arms 
and protect the body of the individual. _ . 

14. A knitted wire structure -formed of series 
of knitted strands with inner and outer surfaces 
lying in a substantially nat plane respectively 
with tightly drawn loops adapted to withstand 
impact and penetration -by reason of transmitted 
loop friction distributed over the strand lengths 
and associated loop structure. 

15. A knitted Wire structure formed of two 
series of strands interknitted with each other 
and having means interengaged with the loops 
to increase the resistance of said structure to 
impact _and penetration and with each loop in 

. tightly drawn engagement with companion loops 
and said interengaged means. 

16. A knitted wire structure comprising double 
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warp purl knit ‘loops tightly drawn to :full-seated 
interengagement and resistant to impact and 
penetration, and having resistant material en 
cased thereover to increase such resistant char 
acteristics. 

17. A knitted wire structure comprising double 
Warp purl knit loops tightly drawn to full-seated 
interengagement and resistant to impact and 
penetration, having resistant material encased 
thereover to increase such resistant character 
isticsts and a support of elastic material beneath 
the same to cushion impact stresses on said first 
named material. 

18. A device of the character described com 
prising a flexible inclined surface or shock resist 
ant material in the form of a sheet, and an en 
closure at the lower edge oi such sheet and open 
in the direction of such inclination formed of two 
lseries of strands interknitted with each other 
to provide tightly drawn loops and adapted t0 
receive an explosive projectile. 

19. A device of the character described com 
prising a ñexible enclosure having an opening to 
receive an explosive projectile, such enclosure 
being formed of a plurality of nested knitted wire 
chambers formed of two sexies of strands inter 
knitted with each other to provide tightly drawn 
loops and telescoped within one another. 
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